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SBA Verifies Latest Law School Ranking
by SA. Cole, News Writer
The Student Bar Association convened
in O'Brian Room 706 at 5:30 pm on Mon
day, March 10, to revel in the success of this
past weekend's Barrister's Ball, and to dis
cuss plans for the future. With only ten
members present for the majority of the
meeting, there was no quorum, and hence
no voting was conducted.
SBA President Prudence Fung began
the meeting with her report . Starting by
bringing up Governor Pataki's proposed
tuition hike, Fung described in brief her
presence at a meeting with Assemblyman
Report has elevated UB Law to the second
tier. This ranking is a tier above the school's

placement in last year's table, and was not
affected by an editing error that caused
the recall of the issue last week.
Fung then stated that the deadlines
for election petitions have been moved to
March 26. Any law student interested in
running for an SBA executive office has
until March 26 to turn in the signatures of
10% of their class.
Fung's report closed with a discus
sion of a proposed fax machine, to be
placed in the Law Review Office, and be
accessible to SBA student groups. Dean
Boyer's office has offered to purchase the
machine, on the condition that installa
tion and billing to be maintained by the
SBA. This offer is problematic, however,

in that the Law Review is not funded by
the SBA. Further discussions will be at
the next meeting, on March 31.
Treasurer Bari Levant brought up
two items of interest regarding finances.
The -first related the problems organiza
tions are having getting their checks
through the Office of Student Life. This
problem will hopefully be addressed at
the next University Counsel meeting.
The second item dealt with illicit
phone calls being made from the line of
an SBA-funded organization. Apparently,

See SBA, page 8.
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Outlaw Dinner Discussion Delves into Single Sex
Marriage
by Kim Fanniff, Assistant News Editor
The theme of celebration was ech
oed thnmghout the first annual Outlaw
dinner. The festivities were held March 1
at the University Inn.
Kristin Long, -president of Outlaw,
opened the evening by remarking that the
idea for the dinner began last semester
when she and others realized that mem
bers of the gay community usually only
come together in
times of crisis.
W

she spoke of same sex marriage she meant
legal marriage as determined by the state.
Robson gave background on the is
sue of same sex marriage. Some scholars
believe that one of the reasons the ERA
did not pass is bt;cause of a fear it would
spark same sex marriages.
In the seventies, court cases for same
sex marriages were brought under the
· premise of sexual discrimination. Those
cases stated the clerk who failed to issue a
marriage license to a same sex couple was

e

wanted this din
ner to be a recog
nition of how far
we have come.
We have a long
way to go still but
it is good to rec
ognize our ac
complishments,"
Long said.
In his opening
remarks ,
Dean
Barry
Boyer praised the (l-r :
work Outlaw has
done. He said, "Year in and year out
Outlaw's functions have been indicative
of creativity and good grace. Outlaw
protests have a strength of character, get
ting their message heard in a non-threat
ening way that makes people think." The
keynote speaker CUNY Law professor
Ruthann Robson spoke on "Gay and Les
bian Marriage: Progress Toward Eq
uity?". Robson began by stating when

violating the Equal Prokction clause. The
courts said this was not discrimination
because both men and women were being
denied licenses.
Some progress has been made in the
courts since that time. In 1993, a trial
court in Hawaii ruled unless a compelling
state interest can be shown it is a denial of
equal protection to fail to issue a marriage
license to same sex couples. Baehr v.

~?i!(f( ::::•:·?t· !]i(/::r:(f:::r: ::\i:::::·:::.::::·····

Lewin 74 Haw. 530.
"The issue for the other 49 states
then becomes whether or not to recog
nize marriages legally entered into in
. Hawaii," Robson said. Normally, if a
couple gets married in one state and moves
to another they do not have to get remar
ried.
The states did not have to worry
about recognizing the marriages because
the federal government stepped in and
passed the Defense of
Marriage Act (DOMA).
DOMA does not require
any state to recognize
same sex marriages en
tered into in Hawaii.
"In DOMA, Con
gress is appropriating a
mantle of states rights .
Congress is invading
state power; domestic
relations have always
been considered part of
state law ," Robson
stated.
Robson believes the
availability oflegal same
sex marriages would
solve three problems: to make sure rela
tionships do not suffer, to allow gay com
munities to be responsive to problems

See Outlaw, page 5.
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'I was inspired and pleased
to be a part ofa group of
students so committed to the
public interest and to have
•·
our academic research
applied to something so
important." -- Kinda Sefari
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Columnist

by Terrence McNamara
Cardinal Joseph Bernadin of the
Catholic Church died recently of a long,
drawn-out fight with cancer. ~efore his
death he was praised by many of his
brethren for his courage, strength and
humanity in dealing with his impending
death. In an interview with him before he
died he said something that struck me as
odd. He said that, for all of his years of
religious experience, through all of the
meditation and prayer, he was still afraid
to die.
I thought this was odd because, of
anyone in our society who should be
equipped to face death, it should be some
one who has spent their entire life con
templating God's mysteries, and the won
ders and horrors of life itself. And then I
could not make this mesh with my
Church's "official" position on the end
ing of a human life.
How could the other bishops and
cardinals praise Cardinal Bernadin for his
strength and courage, knowing that he
would face a painful ending, and yet teach
that an ordinary person, not nearly as
psychologically well-equipped to deal with
a pain-wracked ending, has no right to
choose the method by which to end their
own time on this Earth?
Whether one believes that Christ was
the literal Son of God, or simply under
stands the Biblical stories as one of the
archetypes in the Western Canon does not
matter for what I say below. Ifwe under
stand the story of his death, we see that he
hi mself had a choice to face such a painful

death, or to let it pass over him. That is
their own choosing.
What Vacco is seeking is an unfair
what it means to believe in Free Will . He
and unwarranted exertion of one's power
could be the savior of all of humanity
only if he freely chose to die through the
over his fellow citizens. This nation was
pain of crucifixion. And he could will
founded upon an idea of negative liberty,
ingly face such pain only through his
that which the state may not compel a
faith in his God.
citizen to do. I cannot see how the state
But what purpose is served by tak
has a compelling interest in requiring
ing this lesson in the ultimate faith in
people to die painfully when it has be
God, and requiring that every person in
come apparent that their end is near, when
our society must show such strength?
medicine can do nothing else but make
This is,
that ending less
degrading. It bor
in essence,
ders on cruelty to
"He is asking that the law
what Atforce someone to
torney
watch their own
require people to face death, not
dignity stripped
General
on their own terms, but
Vacco is
away as they face
according to a standard offaith
seeking
their final days in
pain, only be
to
re
that is the penultimate archetype
cause those with
quire of
of self-sacrifice, and not the
ordinary
the knowledge to
human
take that pain
norm for human capabilities. "
beings in
away, the doctors
his case
and nurses, can
before the Supreme Court.
not legally help them in their time of
He is asking that the law require
greatest need.
people to face death, not on their own
The state may indeed have a comterms, but according to a standard of - pelling interest in preventing a premature
faith that is the penultimate archetype of
decision to take one's own life. But I think
self-sacrifice, and not the norm for hu
that the possibility of abuse is not great
man capabilities.
enough to prohibit a doctor's assistance
The average person has not spent
in every case. The position that we are
years contemplating death. The average
currently in is also unacceptable. If the
person also does not have the financial
polls are to be believed, a good deal of
resources of a 2,000 year-old institution
doctors and nurses in America have he!ped
to die in dignity and privacy in a place of
a patient die, regardless of the possible
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legal consequences, at least once over
their career.
They currently do so by prescribing
a lethal amount of painkillers, and then
turning a supposedly blind eye to the
consequences of their actions. But they
should be able to be prt!sent to atknd to
the needs of th!! dying during that actual
process. They should not have to kign
ignorance to what is assuredly coming.
This dirty little secret of Amt!rican
medicine is wrong. Death is as natural a
part of the human experience as is birth
itself. Ifwe are to progress as a society,
we must not hide it behind a closed door,
but face it as adults, and come to terms
with it. Whether it is legal or not, doctors
and nurses will still seek to relieve the
pain of th!! patients entrustt!d to their
judgment, even when that means making
available to the patients the ability to end
their own lives. That is their job; that is
why they are the doctors and the nurses.
We should make sure that legality is not
a concern for them or for the dying when
faced with such a dt!cision.

We want to hear what
you have to say. Send a
Letter to the Editor. We're
located in Rm 7, basement
of O'Brian Hall.
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A cross the U.S.
Scientists Produce Clones

American arrested abroad bed

Scientists in Oregon have produced
monkeys from cloned embryos, the first
time a species closely related to humans
has been cloned, researchers said in inter
views Saturday.
The scientists used a technique simi
lar to the one that Scottish researchers
announced last week had enabled them to
clone a sheep. Experts said the cloning
success in Oregon, which has not yet
been announced, adds to a growing body
of evidence that there are no insurmount
able barriers to creating multiple copies
of human being.
The two monkeys, born in August,
were cloned from cells taken from em
bryos, not from an adult. This is a crucial
difference between them and Dolly, the
sheep cloned by the Scottish researchers.
The cloned primates are not genetically
identical to any adult monkey, an aspect
of the sheep experiment that raised a host
of thorny ethical issues.
"This is really an effort to see if we
can create genetically identical monkeys
for research, " said Don Wolf, lead re
searcher at the Oregon Regional Primate
Research Center. Far fewer of these
carbon-copy research animals will be
needed in drug experiments, for example,
because their sameness would eliminate
much of the genetic variability of such
experiments," Wolf said. "It would allow
you to ask questions with fewer animals."
The same technique already has been
used to clone embryos in other species
less closely related to humans.· Scottish
researcher Ian Wilmut and his colleagues
also used the technique to clone sheep
embryos last year, an intermediate step to
their successful cloning of Dolly from an
adult.
Aspects of the technique eventually
could help infertile women, Wolf said.

Each year more than 2,000 American
citizens are arrested abroad--many of them
for violating local laws regarding the use
of alcohol in public and the behavior asso
ciated with it.
As the time approaches for spring/
summer breaks, many college students
are getting ready for that long-planned
trip abroad. For some, the trip will be
come a nightmare and they will end up in
a foreign jail.
Many students will go to popular
resort areas and overindulge in alcohol,
assuming that because the atmosphere
appears more "more laid-back than the
States," such conduct will be overlooked
by the local authorities. A number of
students also assume that they are im
mune from prosecution in foreign lands
because they are American citizens.
The truth is that Americans are ex
pected to obey all laws, and those who
break foreign laws face severe penalties
while abroad (remember Michael Fay?).
In the past, American college students
have been arrested for being intoxicated
in public areas and for drunk driving, as
well as various other violations.
Once an American leaves U.S. soil,
U.S. laws and constitutional rights no
longer apply. U.S. consular officers can
visit jailed Americans to see that they are
being fairly and humanely treated, but
cannot get them out of jail or intervene in
a foreign country's legal system on their
behalf.

Shut Up, You're Driving!
According to a study published re
cently in the New England Journal of
Medicine, talking on a car phone qua
druples the likelihood of getting into an
accident. The study says that talking on a
car phone is as dangerous as driving with
the lowest legal limit of alcohol in your
system. Stressful calls make accidents
even more likely .
Thirty-nine percent of those polled
said that they used their car phone to call
police after they had been in accidents.
The study also showed that smoking or
eatingwhiledrivingis only half as danger
ous as talking on the phone.

Curve That Hat
If you ' re tired of looking like a dork
because the bill of your baseball cap is flat,
Boston entrepreneur Gregg Myles Levin
has developed a product that is just for
you. It's called the "Perfect Curve," and is
a plastic mold that will shape your cap
overnight. Just strap your cap into the
mold and leave it overnight, and you, too,
can have the ever-popular frat boy look.
Levin is not just out to make a few
bucks, mind you. He's really out to save
the world from nerdy flat bills. Says Levin,
"Whether or not you buy a Perfect Curve,
for God's sake -- put a curve in your cap."
Perfect Curve retails at sporting goods
stores and hat stores for just $9.95.

Princess Di Donates Wardrobe
to Auction

La Vallee joined the district attorney's of
fice after graduating from the University
at Buffalo in 1983.
In announcing her appointment,
Vacco praised Ms. LaVallee as "a re
spected, no-nonsense veteran prosecutor
whose instincts and talents will help guide
our efforts to achieve justice in capital
cases."

Lunch with Dean Boyer Rated
Successful
The brown bag lunch with Dean
Boyer was a great success, according to
3L Jeff Stravino, who coordinated the
event.
About fifteen students attended the
lunch, with each class almost equally rep
resented. The lunch presented an open
forum in which the students could voice
their concerns, and Dean Boyer could
update them on plans for the future and
the state of the law school.
Among the topics discussed were
the fact that A&R is closed from 12-2
every day, transcript availability, the fu
ture of public interest law, updating the
computer lab and scheduling of first year
classes. Dean Boyer discussed the budget
cuts and the phasing in ofthe new curricu
lum, as well as methods of fundraising .
According to Stravino, the Dean was
very positive and receptive to student
ideas. The things that were discussed
were little things, but when put together,
equal unhappy students.
"It' s nice to feel like we' re being
heard," Stravino said. He added that he
would like to have another Lunch with the
Dean, possibly later this spring.

Law School Rankings
re-done
U.S. News and World Report pulled
its March 10, 1997 book of graduate
school rankings off of the newsstand<;
because of a calculation error in its law
school section. The pulled books are
being replaced with revised copies.
The miscalculation in the law school
rankings occurred when two field de
scriptions were transposed in the data
base used to calculate the employment
rates for 1995 law school graduates as of
February 15, 1996. The numbers were
reversed in the equations used, and the
result was incorrect employment rates
which led to law school misrankings.
UB Law remained ranked in the
second tier in the revised rankings. Uni
versity of Maryland and the University of
New Mexico fell from first tier to second
tier ranking. Villanova and University of
Cincinnati rose from the second tier to
the first tier.
University of Montana, University
of Oklahoma, University of Pittsburgh,
Syracuse University and University of
Wyoming dropped from the second tier
to the third tier while Chicago-Kent
School ofLaw, University ofSouth Caro
lina and Wayne State University jumped
into the second tier from the third tier.
People who already purchased the
old books are encouraged to call 1-800836-6397, ext. 105, to receive the correct
rankings. Copies of the revised tables
can be obtained through Fax-On-Demand
at 1-800-685-4573, Access Code 123,
Document #185.

If you didn 't snare one of Jackie's
bibelots at auction, you've got another
chance to rub vicarious shoulders with
big time glamour. Last week in New
York, Christie's gave specifics of the 80
cocktail and evening dresses Princess
Diana has donated for a June 25 sale.
Interest in these frocks, like the ink
blue silk velvet number Diana wore while
dancing with John Travolta at a 1985
White House dinner, is already intense.
But be warned: you can' t try on the
dresses, and because the princess's weight
fluctuated over the years, they're of dif
ferent sizes.
The bidding will start at $5,000 with
proceeds going to AIDS and cancer re
search. Even the catalogues are pricey,
ranging from $60 to $2,000 for a purple
leatherbound edition signed by her ex
Highness.

At Home -Local News
LaVallee to Head Vacco's
Statewide Team
Diane M. LaVallee, head of the Dis
trict Attorney's Sex Crimes Unit for the
past five years, has been named by state
Attorney General Dennis C. Vacco to
head his statewide team that assists local
prosecution in death penalty cases.
Ms. La Vallee succeeds another Buf
falo area prosecutor, George B. Quinlan,
in the post. Quinlan was named earlier
this year to head the state attorney general's
Organized Crime Task Force.
A longtime resident of Buffalo, Ms.

Information for News Briefs came from various sources, including the Buffalo News
and Newsweek.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:

The Annual Grading Gripe
Pull up a chair. Let's chat about
some late grades.
Procrastination can be a good thing.
Consider warfare: If the Framers of the
Constitution hadn't pussy-footed around
the issue of slavery when drafting the
document, we wouldn't have had the
Civil War, which means Gone With the
Wind would never have been written and
a fine Selznick film would have never
seen the light of the silver screen. If the
United States hadn't waited so Iong to get
into World War I, there would be a lot
more French people running around. If
we hadn't waited so long to pull out of
Vietnam, there would be a lot less social
dystopia for college students to get righ
teous about.
In other words, there are many times
when a person can pragmatically sit back,
quote the ever-annoying Pangloss from
Candide, and say that it's "all for the
best," even when "the best" has caused
tremendous amounts of heartbreak, de
spair and Maloxx consumption. There is
onetime, however, when even those most
adept at ba'is-ackwards rationalization
are hard pres. ed to come up with a syllo
gism that justifies what's going on. Who
are these adept people? Law students, of
course. When do they quail at the notion
of manufacturing some specious chain of
events to explain away procrastination?
When their damn grades are late.
These days, it takes fifty second<; to
heat up some coffee, two minutes for you
to figure out if you 're pregnant, and half
an hour for CNN to give you the world.
With a backdrop of all this time-crunch
ing, you'd think affixing some weighted

/. fl e,
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Expect Incompetance and Plan Accordingly

EDITORIAL:

+
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letters onto a blue-book over the course of
a month wouldn't be that difficult a task.
It might be just d.ifficult--but not that
difficult. If it is that difficult, we should
re-arrange the deadlines for grades, so
that students are not left waiting at the end
of the semester, sitting on the metaphysi
cal toilet of suspense without a magazine
to read.
Living, as we do, in a society where
having to wait for something is grounds
for a lawsuit (we could refocus the culpa
bility here if the grades were being sent to
BIRD via America Online), late grades
for law students are simply unacceptable.
Aside from the stress a late grade foists
onto a student, there is an entire chain of
occurrences triggered by a late grade that
jeopardizes the student, his fellow stu
dents, and the reputation of the entire
school. Grades are instrumental in ac
quiring jobs. Jobs are instrumental in
acquiring prestige for the school. Pres
tige for the school keeps it alive, which
means--there are jobs for professors who
get grades in on time.
Sloth isn't one of the seven deadlies
without reason; killing time waiting kills
more than time. It kills careers, it kills
internships.. .it kills those cute little squir
rels that try to cross the road under the
wheels of seething, angst-ridden law stu
dents. Yes, it's a busy world, and good
lord, looking at a towering stack of
scrawled-upon blue books has got to he
daunting. But the road to the fourth tier in
the U.S. News law school ranking chart is
paved with excuses. Procra,;tination is a
blessing in assassination or nuclear war,
but it's hell on the only other thing just as
littered with casualties: law school.

It was nice to see the smiling happy
faces doing the Murphy Macarena in the
last edition of The Opinion. Unfortu
nately, those faces reminded me of an
ugly lesson I learn over and over again -
Expect Incompetence and plan accord
ingly.
The happy faces in The Opinion were
celebrating their performance at a trial
advocacy competition in New York City.
The faces belonged to the students who
were chosen to be there under an incom
petent system. As explained in The Opin
ion article accompanying the picture, to
qualify for membership on the advocacy
team, the students had to receive an H in
trial technique class and then try-out for a
spot on the team.
As it did just two years ago, the law
school forgot students take trial technique
in the Spring. The school neglected to
inform such students who received the
obligatory H in trial technique that they
qualified to try-out. I say the "school"
because I have not been able to determine
exactly who is responsible. The Opinion
article reported Ann Adams as the head of
the trial technique program. I have left
multiple messages for Ms. Adams, which
she does not return, though her secretary
informed me that Ms. Adams is still run
ning the trial technique program .
Two years ago, UB graduate, Dave
Adams, found out after the try-oul.<i that

he had been left out as a student who took
trial technique in the Spring. To rectify the
situation, Marni Bogart, already chosen
for the team, had to compete in a run-off
against Dave to see which one should be
on the team. Dave won and was able to
compete. Marni was not happy with the
run-off but at least all qualified students
were considered for the team. This year,
due to the later start of the semester, the
competition was over before the school's
incompetence was discovered. Qualified
students were denied the opportunity to
compete.
When I took trial technique last
Spring, I specifically had the trial advo
cacy competition in mind as motivation to
earn an H. I expected that the person(s) in
charge of the program would inform me
when the try-outs would be. They never
did.
Let this be a warning to all second
year students who receive an H this semes
ter in trial technique. Remain vigilant next
Fall and towards the end of the semester,
start hounding anyone you know affiliated
with the trial technique program (Ann
Adams may be gone by then.). Do not rely
on anyone to keep you informed.
Expect incompetence and plan ac
cordingly.
Catherine Nugent, 3L

Corrections:
In tht: last issue of the Opinion •.. The corrections are printed below. Wt: would lik~
to apologize to our readers for this incqvenience.
·

- The SBA article was which titled SBA Meets for the First Time This Semester
should have read SBA llas Second Offi.<icia/ MiJeting of the Semester.
~ Student group elections must be held aftefSBA E•board elections .and before the

budget heatings..
- IL Brenda Torres has been working towards the insta.Hation ofan on-campus
phone in O'Brian Hall.
·
• There was no vote about giving remaining funds to BPILP.
- 2L Jennifer Berger was the BPILP member who rontrihuted the BPILP
fellowship e:xperknces for the Opinion.
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COLUMNIST

BY STEVEN BACHMANN DIETZ

Suit Seeking Monetary Damages for Constitutional Violation Permitted
On September 4, 1992, a 77 year-old
woman complained to police she was at
tacked at knifepoint in a house outside the
SUNY College of Oneonta. The descrip
tion the woman gave the police was not
very specific. She said she was attacked
by a black male. She further said that her
attacker may have cut one of his hands
during the attack.
The college provided a list of every
African American male student to state
police and campus security. Every stu
dent on that list was interrogated and had
their hands and arms inspected. When
that failed to produce a suspect, state and
local police conducted a five day "street
sweep," in which every African American
male that could be found in and around
Oneonta was stopped, interrogated and
inspected. ·
Many of the subjects of this sweep
were understandably upset that ~hey were
treated as suspects simply because they
' were black. They felt that the sweep was
an unreasonable search and seizure and
deprived them of the equal protection of
the laws. They instituted a suit against the
State of New York alleging that the sweep
was racially motivated and violated their
rights under the State and Federal Consti
tution. There was one problem. They
instituted their suit in the Court of Claims
and sought monetary damages. A claim of
this sort had never bee~ successful in the

• • •

State of New York.
New York sought to dismiss the claim
on the grounds that it did not state a cause
of action. The Court of Claims agreed and
granted the dismissal . The Court ofClaims
held that constitutional torts were not
cognizable in the Co~rt of Claims, that
claims ofviolations ofconstitutional rights
were not cognizable in any state court
absent a link to a traditional common law
tort. It also held that the claim for negli
gent training and supervision was not cog
nizable because the underlying harm did
not constitute a cognizable claim and that
the states could not be sued in state court
for violations of the federal civil rights
statute (42 USC 1981).
On November 19, 1996, the Court of
Appeals modified the order, holding for
the first time in its history that the Court of
Claims had jurisdiction over claims alleg
ing violations of the state Constitution.
Judge Simons wrote the majority opinion
(Brown v . State of New York 1996 WL
667933).
Simons stated that the Supreme Court
has long permitted actions for damages
for state actions that violate the rights
guaranteed under the United States Con
stitution. Similar actions are only possible
if the state waives its common law immu
nity from suit (sovereign immunity) .
Simons h1?ld that the state waived its sov
ereign immunity when it passed a law

amending the Court of Claims Act to
permit monetary damage claims for per
sonal injury torts. Simons upheld the dis
missal of the causes of action based upon
violations of federal constitutional rights,
because New York was not a "person"
under § 1981.
The waiver ofsovereign immunity is
not, in itself, enough to authorize a cause
of action against the state not based in
common law . Since there was no en
abling statute (like 42 USC 1983 which
authorizes suits for violations of§ 1981)
the authorization would have to be im
plied from the State Constitution. Simons
found the following bases for finding that
the State Constitution implied such au
thorization: authorization was appropri
ate in the furtherance of the purpose of the
Constitution' s Equal Protection clause
and ban on unreasonable searches and
seizures. Simons also decided that courts
have a duty to enforce constitutional pro
visions because they are worthwhile of
protection on their own terms and that the
authorization may be found by looking to
common law antecedents of the Constitu
tional provisions.
Simons held that both equal protec
tion and the ban on unreasonable search
and seizures found in the State Constitu
tion were rooted in principles that were
well established in the common law prior

.

mon law antecedents warranted a tort
remedy for invasions of the rights they
recognized, according to Simons. Imply
ing a damage remedy also is consistent
with the purposes underlying the duties
imposed by the equal protection and search
and seizure provisions, he stated. Finally,
Simons held that the other available rem
edies to constitutional violations, injunc
tive and declaratory relief, were not suffi
cient deterrents. Therefore, authorization
for damage suits for violations of the State
Constitution could be implied within it.
"No government can sustain itself,
much less flourish, unless its affirms and
reinforces the fundamental values that
define it by placing the moral and coercive
powers of tb,e State to define those val
ues," Simons stated. " When the law im
munizes official violations of substantive
rules because the cost or bother of doing
otherwise is too great...the integrity of the
rules and their underlying public values
are called into question."
Judge Bellacosa dissented. He ar
gued that the State Constitution grants the
legislature the responsibility to define the
subject matter of the Court of Claims.
Authorization for an expansion of the
subject matter jurisdiction of that court

See Courtwatch, page 8.
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Dear Audrey

Dear Audrey,
When employers ask you to submit
"salary requirements" along with your
resume, what exactly do they want? Also,
what impact do prior salaries have on
this? And, do I have to
specify these salaries?

geographic area. There are indexes which
help you calculate whether a lower paying
job in one city gives you more cash in
hand than a higher paying job in another.
CDO has a copy of such an index in Room
610 (LAW PRACTICE: Salary; Eco
nomics).

., ,. .
1

l1
G 1

If you decide on a
certain salary level, state
1 "'"~
· it...BUT, the salary had
Signed,
1 /
·
' '
betterbeinlinewithwhat
First give me
the
employer had in
the job, then we' ll talk
mind.
Too high--you are
salaries
out of the running. Too
low--the employer may
. have second thoughts
about your abilities.
Dear First Give,
Rather than list a
specific
number
You must be apply
($30,000), give a range
ing for a non-legal job.
($25,000 -$45,000).
"Salary requirements are
When you know more
not usually requested by
about the job responsibilities and other
legal employers" is a phrase more typical
benefits, you can be more definite. To get
in business and industry .
the high end of your range, be prepared to
When you come upon this phrase,
quantify your value(e.g., previous experi
you need to do some homework. Find out
ence, specialized skill, billables, rainmak
what the usual salaries are for this type of
ing pote~iial).
position and for the geographic location.
Finally, if you are uncomfortable
Start with trade newspapers, magazines
about providing specific numbers, simply
and professional organizations related to
state that you would expect a competitive
your prospective employment field. For
salary for the type of position and level of
example, The National Law Journal an
nually publishes "What Lawyers Earn." _ responsibility .
The insert summarizes salaries for a full
range of public and private legal career
options. If you knowsomeonewhoknows
someone in this line of work, get in touch
with that individual and get a sense of the
market.
Keep in mind the cost of living for a

i "'.~; ; /
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Law Students work with student groups to educate community
about date rape
by Kristin Greeley, News Editor
The Student Union Theater was
nearly full of students who wanted to
witness the case of People v. Tom Smith
last Monday night. Smith was
"charged" with first degree rape.
This mock date rape trial was
sponsored by the Anti-Rape Task
Force, the Health and Human Ser
vices Department, Group Legal Ser
vices and the Linda Yalem Memo
rial Run. It was intended as an
educational means ofshowing what
may happen in a case of sexual
assault.
Erie County Court Judge Hon.
Sheila DiTullio presided over the
trial. A jury was randomly selected
from the audience. Anti-Rape Task
force president Danielle Licitra told
the audience that the procedure of - -
the trial would close! y resemble that
of a real trial, and that the outcome had
not been predetermined.
Participants in the "case" included
2L Nathan Van Loon as the defense attor
ney, 3L Wilfred Anigekwu as an assistant
defense attorney and 3L Tom Schleif as
prosecutor.
Also participating in the trial were
undergraduates Jessica Walters, Stacy
Frank, Chastity Stewart, David Flansberg

and Chris Spicer.
Walters is a counselor with the Rape
Crisis Center. Stewart, Spicer, and Frank

the night of January 16. During the
course of the night, she met Smith
(Flansberg), and talked and danced with
him most of the evening.
When her friends de.
cided to go home, she
wanted to stay with
Smith. Smith agreed to
take her home later.
Instead of taking her
home, however, the two
went to Smith's house.
There, they had some
thing to eat, then went to
Smith's
bedroom .
Things turned physical,
and Green testified that
she said "no" to Smith
several times, but that he
did not listen. Smith al
2L Nathan Van Lo~~7:uidresses the student Jury.
leged that she originally
said "no," but later consented to sex.
intern at the Sex Education Center.
Flansberg is an ARTF Coordinator. Ll.
To complicate matters, it was dis
David Mann of the Sex Offense Squad of
covered that Green's roommate, Chas
tity Stewart (Stewart), had dated Smith
the Buffalo Police played the role of the
investigating officer.
for three months about a year ago.
Stewart was at the bar with Green that
The facts of the case were similar to
a typical situation that might result in a
night.
date rape. The victim, Kelly Green
Smith and his roommate, Chris
(Frank), was at a bar with some friends on

Spicer (Spicer), testified that Stewart has
harassed Smith since he broke off the rela
tionship last December. Stewart allegedly
called Smith repeatedly, waited for him
outside his house, and left notes on his front
door.
Frank gave very emotional testimony
as the victim. Folllowing the charge by
Judge DiTullio, the jury deliberated for about
fifteen minutes. They returned a verdict of
not guilty .
Licitra said she got the idea for a mock
trial by calling similar organizations at other
colleges and universities for ideas. Penn
State University has a similar program each
year. Her supervisor liked the idea, and she
began planning it in October.
After the "trial," Judge DiTullio said
that she thought it was "fairly realistic." She
also noted that until the early 1980s, a
victim had to show- "earnest resistance,"
meaning physical resistance, in order to
prevail. ·
A special unit in the Erie County Dis
trict Attorney's office provides victims with
emotional counseling and ensures that only
one prosecutor works on any one case from
start to finish, DiTullio said. According to
her, the conviction rate for sex crimes in
Erie County is 92%.

Prof. Robson Speaks
on Class and Sexuality
by Kristin Greeley, News Editor
In anticipation of her appearance at
"A Work in Progress : Justice for Lesbi
ans and Gay Men," Professor Ruthann
Robson spoke before a group of students
last Friday on the topic of Class and
Sexuality.
Professor Robson is a professor of
Law at CUNY Law School. She is the
author of eight books, and is one of the
foremost scholars on lesbians and the
law. Her lecture was based on a chapter
from her bookSappho goes to LawSchool.
Professor Robson began by saying
that the issue of class often gets
marginalized in the lesbian and gay com
munity. Her definition of "class" in
cludes both economic status as a social
marker and economic relations and par
ticipation in a market economy .
Using an example ofsomeone being
passed over for a job because of the
clothes they wore to an interview, Profes
sor Robson posited that class discrimina
tion is often not considered real discrimi
nation. In these situations, the response
typically consists of advice to the target
of discrimination, not outrage or recogni
tion of the discrimination itself.
Robson suggested that there should
be a cause of action for class discrimina
tion, as well as already recognized forms
of di. crimination. Otherwise, she said,
class discrimination becomes accepted.
According to Robson, this relates to
the lesbian community in that lesbians
are often concerned with being the "right

kind" of lesbian. The "right kind" of
lesbian is that which has been deemed
appropriate by the mass media. Thus, in
this "commodification" oflesbianism, les
bianism becomes something that can be
bought or sold. The purchase of certain
products becomes political progress.
The problems that arise from
commodification include the failure to
address the policies of the "new right"
and the compromising of new legal re
forms. According to Robson, it is not
simply enough to have sex-orientation
discrimination policies, "We must also
not perceive justice as only for those who
can purchase it."
"We should be thinking about what
it is we really want to do rather than
thinking that buying things is enough,"
said Robson.
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Fools Rush In

Rating Legtnd
4 gavels ~ A. miisi
3 gavels ~ \vhY.'.Nm,;.... '
2 gavels - Nahtt . · .••,.
l gavel'- Nq\\liy!

sei

giggle everytime she was on the screen
(unfortunately this wasn't often). Other
than that, the sound track was cool and I
really enjoyed the previews. Heed my
advice, you're better off watching two
straight hours of Friends then suffering
through Fools Rush In.
Rating: 1 1/2 Gavels

·

Hers
This long distance dedication goes
out to Friends star Matthew Perry ... "so
no one told you life was gonna be this
way, your job's a joke, your broke, your
MOVIE CAREER's DOA!" It takes a
great actor to make the leap from TV to
feature films, guess what? Matthew Perry
isn't one of them. His recent attempt at
movie stardom, Fools Rush In, is as sad
as Ross and Rachel's break-up.
The plot of this movie is, for lack of
a better word, dumb. Alex, played by
Matthew Perry, is a wealthy work-a-holic
that meets the love of his life while wait
ing in line to use a uni-sex bathroom.
Isabella, played by some random chick,
is a spicy Las Vegas photographer with a
stereotypical protective mexican family.
Quite predictably, one night oflust turns
into the romance of the century for Alex
and Isabella when they find out more
than just love was made that night.
0 kay, there were some good points
to this movie. For example, the actress
that played Isabella's sarcastic and bitter
friend Lanie, was a riot. She made me

His
If there truly are signs everywhere,
where were they before I decided to see
this movie. Signs like "Caution: this film
has been done before", "Warning: these
people cannot act", or "Stop and save
your money" would have been extreme! y
helpful. Simply put, "Fools Rush In" is a
generic, fluffy, lame-ass attempt at a ro
mantic movie. The title more accurately
describes its audience members rather
than its characters.
The biggest problem with "Fools" is
that the main premise of the movie had
been done to death. The idea of two
people from different cultures brought
together by fate is tired and pathetic. If
that wasn't bad enou h the actors or-

··:·

J.:?.umiNs

traying these characters lack any sem
blance of chemistry between the two of
them. At the very least, the producers
could have provided us with actors who
can real! y heat up the big screen. To make
matters even worse, these "thespians"
cannot even act.
Although Selma Hayek is hotter than
hell, she has a real problem delivering her
lines with the type of emotional intensity
required for the role. Matthew Perry ei
ther comes off as either uncomfortable or
really bored. If he has plans of one day
being rescued from the cast of "Friends",
he'd better be a little more selective in the
roles he selects.
In the end, "Fools Rush In" is a weird
hybrid of "I Love Lucy" and "While You
Were Sleeping". Any humor that is de
rived from the various cultural nuances
among the characters is buried by the
combination of a predictable plot and
really bad acting. If this review hasn't
convinced you already, I think it would be
extremely "foolish" to waste your money
on this one.
Rating: 1/2 Gavel
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Success -has
its price.

networking resources

fast track to becoming the stars
of tomorrow.

State Bar Association.
Ten dollars to be in the same

association with some of the
most powerful forces in the
legal profession.
Ten dollars to be in on the Law
, Student Council's professional

Join now, and you can make more

contacts in less time for less
money than many other sources
available to you. NYSBA's
membership has always included the
leading lights of the legal profession,
and 1997 is no ex~eption.
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• Discounts on most ofTWENTY specialty interest sections
• Awards & competitions for legal writing advocacy and research
• Discounts on continuing legal education and practical skills seminars
• Choice of insurance plans
• Skill & management advice from the Law Office Economics &
Management Dept.
• Guidance on pro bono opportunities
• Professional and personal money-saving discounts

To REACH SUCCESS BY PHONE CALL S18.487.SS77
To REACH SUCCESS BY MAIL SEND THE COUPON
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dents feared that VB could withhold tran

sc.riptli or prevent them from registering
for fut.1ne ~mesh:ts if late grades pre

• FREE admission to NYSBA's Annual Meeting
• FOUR publications: .-=,--~-----------,
The Council Reporter
The State Bar News
The New York State Bar Journal
New York Law Digest
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you'll ever have now and throughout
your legal career_- the New York

gra:ntsare based on students completing
leaSt twelve credits each semester.
Since.some pr9fessors have yet ro turn in.
their srades from the Fall semester, stu•
at

• FREE admission to all Law Student Council programs

students, it's
$10 a year.
and social programs, and to run
with your peers who are on the

have bl!len circulating

thtijugh6ut theschooi regarding possible
fi8candat i:tl<l problems due fo professors
tumingingradeslate. TAP andSUSTA

In addition to joining more than 60,000 of NewYork State's
most prestigious lawyers, judges, professors and law
students, you get all these advantages:

For law

en dollars. That's all it costs to
be part of one of the best
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BPILP Auction Brings In $7000
Over 200 show support for the student group
together under the UB School of Law
umbrella," said Cusimano and Nowaldy.
O'Buckley said, "I was honored to be
invited to be a part of such a spectacular
event. All of the BPILP members, espe
cially Kristen Nowaldy and Theresa
Cusimano, should be co_mmended for
working so hard to make the Auction a
success. BPILP is an example for every
student organization."
Student, faculty and staff reaction to
this event was more than positive.
3L Jim Gerlach said, "The turn-out
was impressive. It was especially encour
aging to see the large number of faculty
who donated goods and services for the
auction as well as the number who showed
up to bid on items."
2L Brigid Lyons said, "Supporting a
great cause has never been so much fun!
The entire event was elegant--great mu
sic, great food and wonderful things to bid
on. I can't wait to go back for more next
year."
Professor Oren Zeve, "It was a great
social event. I had an opportunity to talk
to students I don't see very often."
Dean Alan Carrel, "The Law School
owes a debt ofthanks to Theresa Cusimano,
Kristen Nowaldy and everyone else who
did such a spectacular job organizing the
auction. Countless hours were obviously
spent planning, coordinating and imple
menting every detail to create such a suc
cessful evening. It was wonderful to see

by Jessica Murphy, Editor-In-Chief
The Buffalo Public Interest Law Pro
gram (BPILP) annual auction raised over
$9000 between ticket sales and donations
this past Saturday night.
BPILP hosted over 200 guests at the
Calumet Arts Cafe to raise money for its
Fellowship Program. The BPILP Fellow
ship Program provides funds for a number
of UB Law students, enabling them to
work in traditionally volunteer public in
terest summer jobs. Last summer, BPILP
provided thirteen students with $2000
each.
2LTheresa Cusimano and 2L Kristen
Nowaldy planned the entire auction with
help from BPILP members. Cusimano
suggested last year that BPILP have an
auction in the first place. Last year's
auction raised $3500. 2L Sean O' Buckley
acted as Auctioneer throughout the
evening, makingjokes and making money
for the group.
Both Cusimano and Nowaldy were
excited by the "fantastic turn-out on such
a bitter cold Buffalo evening. Our second
annual auction doubled in size, tripled in
items available for bid and doubled in
terms of profit."
The goal of the auction was not only
to raise funds for its fellowship program
but also to start a campus tradition" ...where
students, faculty, staff, alumni and mem
bers of the legal community could come

faculty, students, alumni and friends of
the law school enjoying each other's
company for such a worthwhile pur
pose."
BPILP has undergone radical
changes in the last two years. Before 3L
Leslie Platt took over the organization
last year, BPILP had been funded by the
Law School and run by graduate student
assistants. Last year marked BPILP's
first year as a totally student run organi
zation. The auction was begun last year
to raise funds.
Top bids for the auction went to the
West Bar Review Courses, which gar
n;red $500 each. Soyata Computers
donated a 486sx harddrive and monitor,
which earned BPILP another $410. 2L
Eileen Duggan paid $125 for Professor
Lucinda Finley' sSchenckv. Pro-Choice
Network Supreme Court brief and hand
made feather quill pen. 2L Leila Hila!
and friends paid $230 for a wine tasting
hosted by Professor Lucinda Finley.
In total, BPLIP cleared $7000 from
donations alone, and ticket sales brought
in $2100 which covered the cost of the
Calumet Cafe bill.
BPILPs Interest on Lawyer's Ac
count Grant raised over $9000 dollars
this year, and BPILP's phone-a-thon
raised $4000.
BPILP Fellowship Applications are
presently available in the COO through
March 26th. Completed applications
may be dropped off in the COO and are
due on March 26th.

Barrister's Ball 1997

The UB Law Review hosted the Cyber-Law Conference this
past weekend. It was a smashing success. Look to next issue
for the details.

--More to come next issue!
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equivalent (such ~ ·assa'¼lt, false .a'frest
or malicious ptoswrtion).
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Bellacosa contended that the ma· to recog01ze
· .th..e
jority opinion failed
profound diff,eren~ between COJ}Stitu♦tjonal torts and common law toris. He
denied that constitutional tcms were
~ulvalent to1 or derived their-essential
nature from any common law tort, precluding the Court from using conventional tort theory to resolve the subject
matterjurisdictionands9-vere1gnimmunity issues wit bout legislatiye authori-
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Two 3L's strike a pose...

a&quatetetrt~esinili~m~ec11~iijt~i

laws and that there wowd.~ .lHtle dt;!fl~

;en..tvalue in holdin°tnestati:·ratfie
. =· rtil.. :U
~
.a

the officers

themselves, UaQle} ?w~Jt ·•

thi need o(a. pr.iyate: damages: ~em~dy

J'is estabJished,jbis ·••c1oes. not\van'a.nt
the. confortal of,ul;)ject matt~t ju.tisdiction over such a claim in a COU!} ofUlTLited, special powers," BeUifo~aistate?The Court of Appeals in its ll~ldi~g

an-

in the Brdwn cas~. ~nted ~tl_z'ens
other weapcm to e~fw~e tb.~n fi~~ ~Q•

.· · derthe.$tate CoM.tttu,iQn. .Mo~~ im~.,
2L 's enjoying friends and fun.
Editor's Note: Due to a film exposure accident, most of our pictures o[ the
Barrister's Ball were never a reality. However, ifyou have a GREAT picture
you'd like to submit for a photo spread in the next issue,,Pl~ase drop off a
NEGATIVE (color is fine) by 3/24/97 in the basement of O Brian Hall, Room 7.
We'll return the negative to you. Please also include your name and your box
number, as well as which picture you'd like for us to print. THANKS!
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PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

"My son, Daku, was driving a motorcycle when he was hit by
a car and killed. In the hospital was the most difficult time
of my life. But because we had discussed organ and tissue
donation, it helped me, it helped my family, it helped everyone
~ making the d~cision to donate
his organs and tissues. Every day
O'
D
O
NATION
I tell people, talk it over. Don't
be a&aid." For your free brochure Share your life. Share your decision.

DrPan & Tissue

about organ and tissue donation,
call 1-800-355-SHARE.
Photo by Gregory Heisler
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~

Coalition on Donation
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PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT
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Talking with a friend who's being beaten up by her husband will never be easy. We understand that you want to say just
the right thing, in just the right way. If you need help finding the right words, call 1-800-END ABUSE and we'll send you
useful information and suggestions. Whatever you do, however, don't wait too long to offer her your help. At least one
ou~~f every three murdered women is killed by her husband or b~rfii:_!1~ ~?J'~ur friend might not have the luxury of time.
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for Domestic Violence.

Family Violence
Prevention Fund
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Did you know that...
more than

BUFFALO LAW GRADUATES
trusted

BAR/BRI
to prepare them for the
February & July 1996
New York Bar Exams
Speak to Buffalo Law alumni and find out why the
overwhelming majority of students choose BAR/BRI for
their bar exam preparation.
Buffalo Law's #1 Choice for Bar Review

Trust the POWER OF EXPERIENCETM tb Work for You

